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**Note: This title was previously published under Joyee Flynn. There are no significant

changes.**Dimitri Anslow has been in love with Alexander since he came to the warrior camp as a

twenty-four-year-old pre-transition trainee. Fifty years later, he finally has the perfect plan to be with

Alexander, at least physically. After their life changing sex, Alexander tells Dimitri that he

doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t love or want him. Crushed, Dimitri tries everything he can to forget the man,

jumping from guy to guy. As Alexander gives him mixed signals, Dimitri tries to come to terms with

the fact that his mate may never be his. Can Dimitri move on from the one that owns his heart or is

there something worth fighting for?
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Flynn Eire does a great job of world building in this book. In this world, vampires go through a

transition when they are twenty-five. Vampires who are born warriors go to an isolated training camp

the year before their transition to learn how to flight the creatures that are behind the vampire

legends. Dimitri is a relatively young vampire in his seventies. However he has risen is in rank to



second in command of his training camp. Dimitri has wanted Alexander from the first time he laidb

eyes on him. I am not a fan of questionable consent -- but in this world you challenge other O

warriors to move up in statistics if you win. The winner of the challenge gets to have sex with the

loser in order to show he is a more dominant. Dimitri challenges Alexander so that they will have

sex and Dmitri can tell Alexander how he feels. Things don't go exactly as planned and Alexander

pushes Dmitri away after they have sex.Dmitri decided to get Alexander out of his mind and pulls

some naive stunts. Alexander is captured and Dmitri must save him. Dmitri and Alexander have a

difficult time after Alexander accidentally mates Dmitri.One of Flynn's talents is the ability to write a

great fight scenes and she doesn't disappoint here. She also does a credible job of describing a

training course and what each section of the course is training the warriors to do. She is great at

world building and I look forward to the next story in her world.

Nice and sweet. Not overdone with angst or time apart. Alexander was slow but he came around.

Like this series.

This is a new one for for me. I have read her series Shifting Reality and I love it so far. This looks

like to be another great series I hope. She deals well with issues that can crop up in a relationship.

Showing the cons and pros of one. I loved this book a lot and hope that there is more in this Warrior

Camp. Erin

I really enjoy this series. Re reading it multiple times. My only complaint? It ends! Good books

should go on forever! Glad number two is waiting for me to re read

I have to admit, I've read this book once before. I loved it the first, love it again. The characters that

Flynn creates are beyond what I have come to expect in most books, along with her story lines.

Love's Deceit takes the reader in to a world where Vampire's are warriors and they train to safe the

world. In it, a trainee becomes the trained and is finally able to admit that he is madly in love with

one of the trainers. Unfortunately, not everything is happily after ever and rose petals. Alexander

can't seem to make up his mind as to whether or not Dimitri is the one for him, sending Dimitri in to

a tailspin. Now, Dimitri has to figure out what he wants in life.This is not your traditional love story or

vampire story. I believe it goes beyond that. I love the depth and emotion that is portrayed in this

book and cannot wait for the remaining books to be re-released.



This is the first book in the Warrior Camp series and is a reprint. I hadn't read it in it's first print but

am so glad I found it! I read the second one first, Loves Indecision, and absolutely had to find and

read Dimitri and Alexander's story. It started it out very rough for these two. Both in love, Alexander

afraid to admit it so he cruelly set Dimitri aside and told him he was never going to want him. Finally

later after much lust , pain, and denial there was finally acceptance and love. A wonderful story and

a great beginning to a series.So i highly recommend you buy this, you will be hooked.

What is not to love?Hot men, emotionally challenged men, warriors. Did I mention hot men? I loved

this book! It drew me in book line and sinker. I loved the emotional rollercoaster. It wasn't a book

that was bland and cookie cutter. They had lots of problems. But the end was great and with the

secondary characters you know your going to get more! This is also a book . I re-read and

recommend to friends.

I saw that this was a re-release but realized I somehow didn't read it the first time. I really enjoyed

this book. I wanted to smack Alexander at first. But then I realized he was hurting just as much as

Dimitri. I hated that he ran away and was so glad when Alexander found him. Can't wait to read the

next book in the series.
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